Goin’ Up Yonder by Walter Hawkins

Intro: C

If anybody asks you (dededeg)
Am Whe-ere I am going (e-dedea)
F C Whe-ere I am going, soo-oon? (f-efgac,a-g)
F C Whe-ere I am going, real soo-oon? (fegac,ca-g)
Am I’m going up the yonder (gaccaca)
F I’m going up the yonder (aaccDc)
Am I’m going up the yonder (aaccaca)
F C To be with my Lo-ord (acacc-g)
Am I’m going up the yonder (gaccaca)
F I’m going up the yonder (aaccDc)
Am I’m going up the yonder (aaccaca)
F C To be with my Lo-ord (acacc-g)

If I can take the pa-ain (dedede-g)
Am The heartaches that it bri-ings (dedede-a)
F There’s comfort that in knowing (efefgac)
C I’ll soon be Ho-ome (cccc-g)

Is anybody listening (dededeg)
Am Is anybody knowing (dededea)
F C Whe-ere I am going, soo-oon? (f-efgac,a-g)
F C Whe-ere I am going, real soo-oon? (fegac,ca-g)

Am F Am F Be with my Lo-ord, be with my Lo-ord (cDED-c,cDED-c)
Am F C Be with my Lo-ord, my Lord (cDcD-c,ag)
Am F Am F Be with my Lo-ord, be with my Lo-ord (cDED-c,cDED-c)
Am F C Be with my Lo-ord, my Lord (cDcD-c,ag)

Is anybody listening (dededeg)
Am Is anybody knowing (dededea)
F C Whe-ere I am going, soo-oon? (f-efgac,a-g)
F C Whe-ere I am going, real soo-oon? (fegac,ca-g)

Be with my Lo-ord, be with my Lo-ord (cDED-c,cDED-c)
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